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In this paper, we consider a two-machine shop scheduling problem consisting of two disjoint 
job subsets F and 0. F is a set of the flow shop type jobs, while 0 is a set of the open shop type 
jobs. Our objective is to find the schedule minimizing the maximum completion time. For the case 
that 0 is empty, this problem reduces to a two-machine flow shop scheduling problem for which 
Johnson developed an optimal algorithm. Also for the case that Fis empty, the problem reduces 
IO a two-machine open shop scheduting problem for which there is an optimal algorithm 
developed by Gonzalez and Sahni. While for the case that both Fand 0 are not empty, the situa- 
tion is complicated in the sense that the preceding two cases are not extensible to our case. We 
give the optimal algorithm for our nontrivial case. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider a set of jobs J= (1,2, . . . . n), where job i is defined by 
processing times air0 and b,rO on machines M, and M,, respectively. The job set 
J consists of two disjoint job subsets F and 0. Each job i in job set F must complete 
processing on M, before starting to process on IV*. Thus F is a job set of flow shop 
type ones. On the other hand, 0 is a job set of open shop type ones. That is, each 
job i in job set 0 must complete processing on Mi before starting to process on Mj, 
where i orj is either 1 or 2 and i#j. Let C,(i) be the completion time of job i and 
S,(i) is the starting time of job i on machine Mj, j= 1,2. Further let IFI = n,, 
101 =n2, and n = n, + n2. Then for any ie F, C,(i) I S,(i) must hold and for any 
in 0 either C,(i)5 S?(i) or C,(i)5 S, (i) must hold. All jobs are independent and 
the schedule must be nonpreemptive. The objective is to find the schedule mini- 
mizing the maximum completion time maxia, {C,(i), C2(i)}. 
When 0 is empty, this problem is reduced to the two-machine flow shop problem 
solved by Johnson [3]. In this special case, the solution procedure obtaining the op- 
timal schedule is known as Johnson’s rule; if min(a;, bj)<min(aj, b,), then process- 
ing of job i proceeds processing of jobj. The case that there are only the open shop 
type jobs has been solved by Gonzalez and Sahni [ 11. Further, Jackson [2] has solv- 
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ed the two-machine scheduling problem with two distinct job sets such that the pro- 
cessing order of jobs must be M, to M2 or Mz to Mr. In our problem the flexibility 
of processing order for some jobs, however, is taken into account, which is more 
complicated than that of Jackson. An extension of the algorithm to Jackson type 
of mixed shop nevertheless would be interesting. Also it seems unlikely to solve our 
problem by straightforward extension of the solution method of Jackson. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we prove the lemmas needed in the proof of optimality of 
algorithms. Let /IF= CieFaj, BF= CieF bi, /lo= CieO ai, and Bo= CicO bi. Further 
let LF=(f,,f2,..., f,,) be the list such that the jobs in F are ordered according to 
Johnson’s rule, i.e., for 1 licjln,, min(a,, b4)lmin(u4, b,-). For job A, CF*, 
C,‘(i) and S;(i) are the maximum completion time, the completion time on M, and 
the starting time on M2 in the schedule constructed by ordinary Johnson’s pro- 
cedure respectively. Let li be the idle time between adjacent job pair A-, and A, 
i.e., Ii=S;(i)-S;(i- l)-bhm, for 1 ~icn,, where S;(O)=0 and I, =a/,. Then 
and 
C;(i)= i 04, 
, -  I  
S;(i) = C b/;+ i Zj 
j=l J=I /=I 
CF*= ~ b/, + ~ !i=B,+ ~ Ij. 
j-l J=l J=I 
Lemma 1. The followihg inequalities hold: 
1-I 
C,‘(i)rS;(i)lCF*- B,+ c b4. 
J-1 
Proof. By virtue of the ordinary Johnson’s procedure, it is clear that C,‘(i)<S&i). 
Since 
,- I I- I 
CF*-B,+ c b-(= c b/;+ t 4 and IjrO, 
/=I /=I ,= I  
we can prove that 
I- I I- I 
CF*-B,+ c b/,1 C b4+ i I,=Si(i). Cl 
J-1 J=l ,=I 
Now we define job sets 0, and O2 as follows: 
Or={iIai>biand iEO}, 
02={iIai<bi and iEO}. 
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Further we choose r and I to be any two distinct jobs in 0 such that 
brr E$fC"j)> a/2 yE%xCbj)- 
Then let LO = (s,, s7, . . ..s.,J be the job list in 0 such that 
s, =I, s,,. = r, 
SjEOi-{/,r} for 2z~j~k and as, ,LU~, for 3<j~k, 
SjEOz-{I,r} for k+lSjIn2-1 
and b,,-,~b,, for k+21j1n,- 1. 
Lemma 2. If A,- a,5 B,- b,, then the following inequalify holds: 
2 b,r “i’ a,,. 
J-l+1 ,=, 
Proof. For is k, we have 
. 
,!+,b4- “5’ o,=B,,$,b,- ‘2’ as, 
,=r J-1 
= B. - b,, - (A, - a,) - i b, + ‘c’ a,, 
J-2 ,=I 
I- I 
=Bo-h-&-a,)+ c (as,-bs,.,). 
/-I 
Now since B,-b,?Ao-a,, ~,,=a~zrnax~~,~, (b,,) and us,~us,+,~bs,~, for 2sjS 
k - 1, we can prove that 
2 b,,z “2’ a,,. 
J=l+! j=l 
(Note that for 2Q<k, SjEO,.) For irk+ 1, since s,,=r, b,2max,+,SJS.1_, (a,,), 
- and b,rb,.,>a,., , for k+2sjsn,-1, we have 
II? II: - I 
c b,- c us,= f (b,,-a,, ,)LO. 0 
j=r+l .I = I J-r+, 
Lemma 3. If Ao- a,> B. - b,, then we have 
1-l 
b/+ c as,? i b; 
J-1 J=I 
Proof. We can prove this lemma similarly to Lemma 2 and so it is omitted. 0 
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Lemma 4. Let C* be the optimal value of the maximum completion time. Then the 
folio wing inequality holds: 
C*z max A,+A,, B,+ Bo, CF*, TEy (a;+ bi) 
> 
. 
Proof. Clearly the righthand side of the above inequality is a lower bound of 
c*. 0 
In following sections we give an exact algorithm for each of the following cases. 
(1) AF~B,, 
(2) A,<Bo and B,zAo, 
(3) A,<Bo and B,<Ao. 
In each section, we use the same notations C, and Cz to denote the maximum 
completion times on M, and Mz of the schedule constructed by the algorithm given 
for each case. Further let CA max(C,, Cz), i.e., C is the maximum completion time 
of that schedule. 
3. Case 1: A$Bo 
In this section, we give the algorithm for the case of A,.?Bo. 
Algorithm 1 
(I) On M,, process the jobs in F successively according to Johnson’s rule from 
time 0. Then process the jobs in 0 successively in the arbitrary order from time A, 
after processing all flow shop type jobs. 
(2) On M?, process the jobs in 0 successively in arbitrary order from time 0. 
Then process the jobs in F according to Johnson’s rule from time 
max(Bo, CF*- B,). 
The typical cases of the schedule constructed by Algorithm I are illustrated in Fig. 
1. 
(a) B,zCF*-B, and A,+ao,B,+ Bo (b) BOzCF*-Brand A~+A~<BF+Bo 
(c) Bo<CF*-BF and CF*~AF+AO (d) Bo<CF*-BFand CF*<Ar+Ao 
Fig. I. The typical schedules for Case I. 
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Lemma 5. If A+ Bo, then Algorithm I constructs an optimal schedule. 
Proof. (i) Case CF* - B,r: Bo. For any i E 0, clearly 
(1) C2(i)s Bo, and S,(i)rA, 
hold. From (1) and the assumption A+ B,, we have C,(i)sS,(i). 
Since for any AE F, C,(J) = C:, , a4 and S,(J) = CF*- B,+ Cj,: b/,, by Lemma 
1 we have C,(J)lS,(J). Further the facts that the idle time on M, is zero and the 
idle time on Mz is only the time interval between times Bo and CF*- BF 
together show C,=A,+A, and Cz=Bo+(CF*-B,-Bo)+B,=CF*. Thus C= 
max(C,, C,) results. 
(ii) Case CF* - BF< Bo. For any iE0, similarly to the case (i) we can prove 
C,(i) 5 S, (i). 
For any JE F, we have C,(J) = I:=, a4 and S,(J) = Bo+ CJl: 6~. Since 
B,>CF*- BF, 
1-l I- I 
C,(jJsC’F*-&+ c +B,+ c b/;=&(J) 
j=l ,=I 
holds also in this case. 
No idle time exists on M, and kf?, and this means C, =A,+ A0 and C,= 
Bo+ B,. That is, C= max(AF+ Ao, BF+ B,). 
Consequently if A,? Bo, by Lemma 4 we can show that the schedule con- 
structed by Algorithm I is an optimal schedule. 0 
Note that for the above case, we can obtain the optimal schedule regardless of 
B$ A, or BF< A0 
4. Case 2: B,rA, and A,< B. 
In this section, we develop the algorithm for B,?A, and A,<B,. 
Algorithm II 
(1) On M,, process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary order from time 0. 
Then process the jobs in 0 successively in arbitrary order from time Bo. 
(2) On Ml, process the jobs in 0 first and next the jobs in F successively in ar- 
bitrary order from time 0. 
In this case, the typical schedule is the one illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. The typical schedule for Case 2. 
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Lemma 6. If B,zzA, and A,<B,, then Algorithm II constructs rhe optimal 
schedule. 
Proof. For any ie F, it is clear that C,(i) 5 AF and S,(i)? Bo. Since A,< Bo, we 
have C,(i) <&(i). 
For any iE 0, we derive C,(i)5 Boss,(i). 
Moreover, it is clear that C, = B. + A0 and Cz = Bo+ Br. Since A,< B,, we get 
C= Bo+ BF. Thus from Lemma 4, Algorithm II constructs the optimal 
schedule. 0 
5. Case 3: B,< A0 and A,< B. 
In this section, we divide this case into some subcases and develop the algorithm 
for each subcase. 
5.1. Ao-a,sBo-b, 
Let O’=O-{r}, Ao.= CIEO.aj, T,=B,-Ao,, and Tz=a,. 
51.1. Subcase 1: T,IA, 
Algorithm III 
(1) On M, , process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary order from time 0. 
Then process the jobs in 0 successively in the order sI , .s2, . . . , s,,~-, and s+ from 
time A,. 
(2) On M2, process the jobs in 0 successively in the order sI ,sz, . . . ,s+-, and s+ 
from time 0. Then process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary order from time 
BO. 
The schedules characterizing this case are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Lemma 7. If A,- a,r Bo- b, and T, IA,:, then the schedule generated by 
Algorithm III is an optimal schedule. 
Proof. Since for any i E F, we get 
(2) C,(i)sAF, &(i)z Bo, 
(a) AF+AozzB,+Bo 
Fig. 3. The typical schedules for Subcase I. 
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from assumption A,<Bo and (2), we can prove C,(i)<.!&(i). Further for any 
SUE 0, it is easy to show Cz(si) = Ci=, b, and SI(si) =A,+ CJl! a,,. By arranging 
the equation of Sr(si), we have 
i-l I,: - I 
S,(s,)=A,+ C a,,=A,+Ao*- C as, 
J’l J’, 
II: - I 
=A,-(B,-Ao,)+Bo- C aS, 
J=, 
,I.- I 
=A,- T, +B,- C a,,. 
j-r 
Thus we obtain 
,,: - I 
s,(~;)-c?(~i)=Ap- TN - C a,,+Bo- i b%, 
JC, j= I 
=AF- T, + 2 b,- ‘f’a,. 
J-1+1 j=r 
Consequently from A,? T, and Lemma 2, we can show that S,(si)~Cz(s,.). 
On the other hand, there exists no idle time between consecutive jobs. Thus it is 
clear that C, =A,+Ao and Cz = B,<Bo. That is, since the maximum completion 
time is C= max(AF+A,, B,+ Bo), the result follows from Lemma 4. 0 
5.1.2. Subcase 2: T, >AF and T2< B, 
Note that in Subcase 1, we can obtain an optimal schedule regardless of T2<B, 
or T,>B,. 
Algorithm IV 
(1) On MI, process the jobs in F continuously in arbitrary order from time 0. 
Then process the jobs in 0 successively in the order sI, s2, . . . ,s+, and s,~ from 
time T,. 
(2) On M, process the jobs in 0 without interruption in the order 
S] 1 s2, . . . ,s,,?- , and s,,:. Next process the jobs in F continuously in arbitrary order 
from time Bo. 
The only typical schedule for this case is shown in Fig. 4. 
Lemma 8. If Ao-arrBo-b,, T,>A,and T2<B,, then the schedule constructed 
by Algorithm IV is an optimal schedule. 
Fig. 4. The typical schedule for Subcase 2. 
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Proof. For any sip 0, it is easy to show 
C?(q) = i b, and 
J=l 
S, (s;) = T, + ‘2 us, = Bo - Ao, + ‘e as, = Bo - “i’ a,,. 
j= I j=l j=r 
From Lemma 2, we have St (si)L C,(q). For any ~EF, we can show that 
C,(i)sT,rBosS,(i). 
On the other hand, we have C, = T, + Ao = Bo+ ar= Bo+ T2 and C, = Bo+ BF. 
Since B,? T,, we can show that C= Bo + B,. Therefore the result follows from 
Lemma 4. 0 
5.1.3. Subcase 3: T,>A, and T,>B, 
Algorithm V 
(1) On M,, process the jobs in 0’ successively in the order .s,,?- t, s,,~-~, . . . ,s2 and 
sI from time 0. Then process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary order from time 
Ao,. At last process job r from time max(Ao,+A, 6,). 
(2) On M2, process the jobs in 0 successively in the order of sNz, s,,,- ,, . . . ,s2 and 
sI from time 0. Then process the jobs in F without interruption in-the arbitrary 
order from time Bo. 
The typical schedules in this case are illustrated in Fig. 5. 
(a) Ao*+A@b,and Ao+AFzBo+B, (b) b,>Ao,+A,and a,+b,>Bg+BF 
M, s,> _I,... ,S?.SI 
;;m, Mz 
F 
r ’ ’ s,,l-.I.. , F 1 
(c) AOs+AFBb, and Ao+AF<Bo+B,K (d) b,?Ao,+AF and a,+b,<BO+ BF 
Fig. 5. The typical schedules for Subcase 3 
Lemma 9. If Ao - a,< Bo - b,, T, > A, and T,> BP then Algorithm V constructs 
an optirnal schedule. 
Proof. (i) When A,,+ A,sb,, it is easy to show C,(i)5 b,s&(i) for any 
iEO’U F. When i=r, we get Cz(r)= b, and S,(r)= b,. Moreover, we have 
C,=a,+b, and C,=Bo+B,. Thus C=max(a,+b,, B,+B,). 
(ii) When Aof + A,> b,, we obtain Cr(Si) = CTi;; ’ us, and Sz(Si) = Cyi ;+, b, for 
any SUE 0’. By Lemma 2, we can prove C,(q)5 Sz(sj). Further for Si= r, we have 
Cl(r)= 6, and S,(r)=Aos +A,. Thus the assumption AoP+A,>b, implies 
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C2(r)<Sl(r). For any iEF, also we have C,(i)sAo.+AF and S,(i)zB,. Since 
Ao.+AF<Aot+ T, =Bo, C,(i)r&(i) results. Further it is clear that C, =Ao+A, 
and C, = B. + BF. Consequently C= max(Ao + Ar, B, + BF) for this case. 
Thus Lemma 4, (i) and (ii) together complete the proof of this lemma. Cl 
5.2. A*-a,>Bo-6, 
In this subsection, we change the definitions of 0’, Aoc, T, and T, as follows; 
O’gO-{I},Ao.~Ao-a,, T,gb,and T,kA,-B,., where B,,gB,-b,. 
5.2.1. Subcase 4: T, IA, 
This subcase is the same as Subcase 1 except for the above change of some 
definitions. 
5.2.2. Subcase 5: T, >A,: and T,sB, 
The optimal schedule for this subcase can be obtained similarly to Subcase 2 ex- 
cept for the above change of some definitions. 
5.2.3. Subcase 6: T, > AF and Tz> B, 
Algorithm VI 
(I) On M,, process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary order from time 0. 
Then process the jobs in 0’ continuously in the order s,,,, s,,?- ,, . . ..s3 and s2 from 
time A,. At last process job s, (= I) from time max(b,,A,+ Aop). 
(2) On Ml, process job I from time 0. Then process the jobs in F without inter- 
ruption in arbitrary order from time b,. At last process the jobs in 0’ successively 
in the order s,,~, . . . , s3 and sz from time bl+BF if blzA,+Aos, or from time 
max(b,+B, A,+ Tz) if b,<A,+A,,. 
The typical schedules characterizing this case are illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Ml F s,,>, . ...s2 I MI F s”t,....s2 I 
M2 I F s,,:, . . 9 ~2 ~+f2 I F S”?, . . ..sz 
(a) b,zAF+Ao, and ol+b,sBo+BI; (b) b+AF+Ao, and ol+bl>Bo+BF 
(c) b,<AF+Ao* and AF+AozBF+Bo (d) b,<AF+Ao, and AF+ Ao< BF+ BO 
Fig. 6. The typical schedules for Subcase 6. 
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Lemma 10. If A, - a,> Bo - bl, T, > AF. and T2 > BF, then the schedule constructed 
by Algorithm VI is an optimal schedule. 
Proof. (i) When b,zA,+Ao,, we can show easily that for any ie F, 
C,(i)lA+ T, =b,s&(i) holds. Further it holds that for any s~EO’, 
C,(si)~A,+Ao,~b, and SZ(si)?bl+AP. Therefore we have S2(sj) 2 C, (si). 
Moreover for Si=I, C,(I) = b, and S,(l)= 6, hold. In turn, it is easy to show 
C, = al + b, and C2 = B, + BI.-. Accordingly C= max(a, + b,, B. + BF). 
(ii) When b,<A,+ Ao, and b,+ B,&Ap+ T,, for any iE F, we get 
C,(i)5 A,I T, = b,s&(i). Further for any S;E 0’ we have 
i- I 
C,(s;)=A,+ 2 %=A,+Ao- ‘2as,=A,+T2+Bo,- C a,,, 
j=l j=l /=I 
and 
SZ(s;)=BF+b,+ t b,=B,+B,- i b,,+b, 
j=i+ I j= I 
=B,+b,+B,.- i b,,+b,. 
j=l 
Thus 
i- I 
Sz(si)-CI(Si)=(BF+b/)-(AF+ Tz)+b,+ C a,,- i 6, 
/‘I /=I 
holds. Therefore from’lemma 3 and the assumption A,+ T21 B,+ b,, we can pro- 
ve Sz(si)~C,(sj). For s;=I, since C,(j)= b, and S,(/)=A,+Ao,, clearly 
Cz(l) I S, (I) holds. 
On the other hand, it yields that C, = A,+ Ao, + a,=AF+ Ao and Cz=bl+ B,+ 
Bo,=B,+B,. Since b,+B,rA,+T,=A,+A,-B,,, we have B,+B+A,+Ao. 
Accordingly C = Bo + BF. 
(iii) When b,<A,+ Aor and b,+ B,<A,+ T,, for any ieF we can show easily 
that C,(i)<A.s b,<&(i). Also for any S;E 0’ we get 
i- I 
C,&)=A,+ f a,,=A,+Ao- c as, 
/=I /=I 
and 
Sz(s;)=A,+Tz+ 2 b,,=A,+Ao-Bo,+ 2 b,,=AF+Ao- i b,,+b,. 
j=i+l /=;+I /=I 
Thus 
I -  I  
h(Si) - cl (Si) = b,+ C a,, - i 6, 
j= I j=l 
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holds. Therefore from Lemma 3 we can prove Sz(si)? C,&). Also for Si=I, we 
have Cz(/)=b,cAF+Ao,=S,(I). In turn, since C, =A,+Ao and Cl= T2+A,+ 
Boo=Ao+A,, we have C=AF+Ao. 
Consequently (i), (ii) and (iii) together prove this lemma. •i 
We present the complete scheduling algorithm before our main theorem. 
Complete Algorithm 
Step 0. Set AF= C,El; Ui, BF= CieF b;, A,= CiGO U; and Bo= C,Eo bi. 
Sfep 1. If A,zB,, then go to Step 2. Otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 2. (1) On M,, process the jobs in F successively according to Johnson’s rule 
from time 0. Then process the jobs in 0 successively in the arbitrary order 
from time AF after processing all flow shop type jobs. 
(2) On M,, process the jobs in 0 successively in arbitrary order from time 
0. Then process the jobs in F according to Johnson’s rule from time 
max(Bo, CF*- BF). (Algorithm I) 
Step 3. If B,rA,, then go to Step 4. Otherwise go to Step 5. 
Step 4. (1) On M, , process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary order from time 
0. Then process the jobs in 0 successively in arbitrary order from time 
Bo- 
(2) On Ml, process the jobs in 0 first and next the jobs in F successively 
in arbitrary order from time 0. (Algorithm II) 
Sfep 5. Find any two distinct jobs r and I in 0 such that 
If Ao-a,<Bo-b,, then set O’=O-{r}, AO,=Ao-a,, T,=Bo-A., 
and Tz=a,. Otherwise set O’=O-{I}, Aos=Ao-a,, Bos=Bo-b,, 
T, =b, and T2=Ao-Boz. 
Step 6. If T, rA,, then go to Step 7. Otherwise go to Step 8. 
Step 7. (1) On M,, process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary order from time 
0. Then process the jobs in 0 successively in the order sI , s2, . . . ,s,,~- i and 
s,, from time A,. 
(2) On M,, process the jobs in 0 successively in the order s,, s2, . . . ,s,+ , 
and s,,? from time 0. Then process the jobs in F successively in arbitrary 
order from time Bo. (Algorithm III) 
Step 8. If T,sB,, then go to Step 9. Otherwise go to Step 10. 
Step 9. (1) On M,, process the jobs in F continuously in arbitrary order from 
time 0. Then process the jobs in 0 successively in the order sI, 
s2, ... , s,,- , and s,,? from time T, . 
(2) On M2, process the jobs in 0 without interruption in the order 
SI9 s2, . . ..s.,~-~ and St,?. Next process the jobs in F continuously in ar- 
bitrary order from time Bo. (Algorithm IV) 
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Step 10. If Ao- a,lBo- b,, then go to Step 11. Otherwise go to Step 12. 
Step 11. (1) On M,, process the jobs in 0’ successively in the order 
~,,~-1~~llz-2~~**r s2 and s, from time 0. Then process the jobs in F suc- 
cessively in the arbitrary order from time Ao,. At last process job r from 
time max(Ao, +A, b,). 
(2) On MI, process the jobs in 0 successively in the order of 
s t,y s,,, - I* . . . 9 s2 and sI from time 0. Then process the jobs in F without 
interruption in the arbitrary order from time Bo. (Algorithm V) 
Step 12. (1) On M,, process the jobs in F successively in the arbitrary order from 
time 0. Then process the jobs in 0’ continuously in the order of 
S ,,2r s,,~- ,, . . . ,s3 and s2 from time AP. At last process job sI (=I) from 
time max(b,, A,+Ao,). 
(2) On A&, process job I from time 0. Then process the jobs in F without 
interruption in arbitrary order from time b,. At last process the jobs in 0’ 
successively in the order s,,, . . . ,s3 and s2 from time b,+ Br if 
b,zA,=+Ao,, or from time max(b,+ B,,A,+ T2) if b,<A,:+Ao,. 
(Algorithm VI) 
By using Lemmas 5-10, the next main theorem is deduced. 
Theorem. If in a two-machine scheduling problem there are flow shop type jobs and 
open shop type jobs, then above Complete Algorithm (or Algorithms I-VI) gives 
an optimal schedule minimizing the tnaxitnunl completion tim. 
Proof. From Lemmas 5-10. 0 
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